
Workshop Topic 
Annotation

Annotation is more than just putting 
text and dimensions on the drawing, 
although I will be covering this to 
make sure you are doing it correctly, 
there are note tools, tools to store a 
database of notes and tools for label-
ing. 

Q & A

How should I make my walls so 
that I don’t have any brick cladding 
above my windows. I really want to 
have different cladding above the 
windows...

  

Extended Podcast 040

In this podcast I’ll be showing you 
have to import a 3D DXF/DWG file 
from a consultant and quickly turn 
this into a site model. 

Extended Podcast 041

In this podcast I will be showing 
you what I wanted to show you last 
month, how to quickly make and edit 
hardscapes. 

c a d s u p p o r t o n l i n e . c o m  issue 0707

Welcome to this issue of the VectorWorks Short Sharp Training (monthly). This manual is designed to work 
like a user group meeting. There is a main workshop topic, then a page of general questions and answers, 
extended movies showing tips or techniques and an area for beginners. 

http://learn.archoncad.com/2007/07/1312/epodcast040-importing-a-dxfdwg-to-make-a-site-model/
http://learn.archoncad.com/2007/07/1314/epodcast041-creating-and-editing-hardscapes/
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• Set the text options that 
you want. This is the 
quickest way because you 
can set the Font, Size, 
spacing and so on all in one 
place. 

• To create text, select the Text Tool from the 
Basic Tool Palette.

When you create text it can be one line or several 
lines.  To make more than one line of text, use 
the Return (the middle Enter key for Windows) 
key to start a new line.  To finish a block of text 
hit the Enter key (the far right hand Enter key on a 
windows machine).

• After text is created you can edit the font, 
text size, style etc from the Object Info 
Palette.

Text 

Getting Started

cadmovie040

Most drawings require text so it’s important that you are able to create 
and edit text easily.

 

Creating Text

• Before you start make sure that nothing 
is selected by double clicking on the 2D 
Selection tool.

• The easiest method to set the default text 
properties is to use the Format Text... 
command. Ignore all the other commands for 
the font, size and so on, this is the quickest 
way. 

• From the Menu Bar choose:
 Text > Format Text...

A n n o t a t i o n  T o o l s

http://learn.archoncad.com/2007/07/1317/cadmovie040-creating-text/
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Checking Spelling

cadmovie042

VectorWorks now includes a tool to check the spelling of words in your 
drawings.  This can be used in two ways:

Check selected text:

• Select the block of text that you just edited, 
the block of notes.

• From the Menu bar choose  
Text > Check Spelling...

• VectorWorks will check just the 
block of text that you have selected.

• If the word is not in the dictionary 
then you get this dialog box. If the 
word is spelt correctly, you can 
choose to add this to the dictionary 
by clicking on the Learn button.

Check all spelling in the Drawing

• Make sure that nothing is selected, by 
clicking away from everything or by double 
clicking on the 2D Selection tool.

• From the Menu bar choose  
Text > Check Spelling...

• VectorWorks can check the spelling in the 
entire file or you can choose to filter what 
VectorWorks checks.  

Editing text

cadmovie041

• The easier way to edit text is use the 2D 
selection tool.  Double click on the text to 
edit it.  If you double click on a text block 
VectorWorks will select the text tool so 
that you can edit the text.

• Click on the text that you want to edit.  
Highlight parts that you want to change 
and type the new text.  

• Change the first line to say “Construct 
from mild steel plate.”

When you are editing the text block the tabs 
appear on the rulers at the top of the drawing 
area.  If you have the rulers turned off the tabs 
appear just above your text block.

• Click and drag to move the tab settings.
• Now you can use tabs to set up blocks of 

text.
• When you are finished choose the 2D 

Selection Tool from the Basic Tool 
palette. 

http://learn.archoncad.com/2007/07/1321/cadmovie042-checking-spelling/
http://learn.archoncad.com/2007/07/1319/cadmovie041-editing-text/
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• Don’t forget that if you choose all text blocks it will check all the 
text blocks on each layer in the entire file.  This could take a long 
time to complete. You might think that VectorWorks has crashed, 
but it might still be checking the spelling of stuff in other layers, 
viewports etc.

Find/Replace Text

cadmovie043

• From the Menu Bar choose 
Text > Find-Replace Text...

This command can be used to look for a word or a 
phrase in your file and replace it with another word 
or phrase. It’s really useful if the client has changed 
a finish that you have put all over the drawings, of 
it the engineer makes a change to the engineering 
requirements. You can get VectorWorks to change 
all occurrence of the word or phrase. 

• Type in the text that you want to 
find,  
bright red.

• Type in the text that you want it 
changed to, blue.

• Click on the Find/Replace Button.
.

• VectorWorks tells you how many 
instances were replaced.

• The completed block of text.

Dimensions

Dimension values will depend on how you create the objects.  If you 
create the objects accurately then they will dimension accurately.  
However if you create the drawing roughly then when you dimension the 
drawing the dimensions will be accurate to the stuff that you’ve drawn 
but the dimensions may not be what you were expecting.  Therefore it is 
important that you create your models accurately and that you are very 
precise when dimensioning (use Object Snaps wherever possible).

Because we need to be able to snap accurately to the stuff that we are 
dimensioning, it will help you to zoom in.  You will then easily see the 
drawing that you want to dimension.

Linear Dimensions 

cadmovie044 

• Zoom in to the plan view of the 
bracket. 

http://learn.archoncad.com/2007/07/1324/cadmovie043-findreplace-text/
http://learn.archoncad.com/2007/07/1326/cadmovie044-linear-dimensions/
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• Choose the Constrained-Line Dimension 
tool from the Dim/Notes Tool Set.  

• The mode bar shows the various options 
available to you (or modes of use).  The 
first mode is used for dimensioning 
single items.  The next mode is used for 
Constrained Chain Dimensioning.  Make 
sure that the first mode is the selected 
one.  

• To use the dimension tool, move 
the mouse to the first point that 
you want to dimension.  Make 
sure that you snap onto the end 
of an object.

• Move the mouse to the second 
point that you want to dimension 
and click once.  This sets the 
distance to dimension.

• This has defined the length of the 
dimension line but you have to 
tell the computer where to place 
this, i.e.  where do you want 
the dimension to be displayed? 
Move the mouse up the screen. 

•  Move the dimension line on the 
screen to place the dimension 
line where you want it to appear.  
Click once where you want to 
place the dimension.

• Use the Unconstrained Dimension Tool to 
create unconstrained linear dimensions

• Use these techniques to 
dimension the rest of the plan.
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Circular Dimensions

cadmovie045

• Choose the Radial Dimension tool from the 
Dim/Notes Tool Set.  

• The mode bar shows the various options 
available to you (or modes of use).  

• Click on the arc or circle that 
you want to dimension. 

• Move to the place that the want 
to place the dimension.

• Click once. 

Angular Dimensions

cadmovie046

• Choose the Angular Dimension tool from 
the Dim/Notes Tool Set.  

• The mode bar shows the various options 
available to you (or modes of use).  

• Click on the line that you want to 
dimension. Notice that the cursor 
changes shape.

• Click on the second line for the 
angle.  Notice that the cursor 
changes shape.

• Click once where you want to 
place the angle dimension. 

http://learn.archoncad.com/2007/07/1328/cadmovie045-circular-dimensions/
http://learn.archoncad.com/2007/07/1331/cadmovie046-angular-dimensions/
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Changing the Dimension Standard

cadmovie048

VectorWorks comes with several built in standards to 
choose from.  To change the dimension standard (the 
look and feel of the dimension):

• Select the dimension that you want to change.
• On the Object Info Palette select the Dim 

Standard  pop-up.  Choose the dimension 
standard that you want to apply to the 
dimension.

• The  dimension takes on the new standard. 

Creating Your Own Dimension Standard

cadmovie049

Creating your own dimension standard allows you set 
up a dimension standard that suits your company. You 
might like longer lines, heavier lines and so on.

• Right mouse click in the drawing area, but not 
near any objects.

• Choose Document Preferences...

Moving a Dimension Line

cadmovie047

Dimensions can be modified easily.  To 
move the position of a dimension line, 
to change its location in relation to the 
drawing

• From the Basic tool palette 
choose the 2D Selection Tool.  

• Move your cursor to the line 
part of the dimension that you 
want to move.  Your cursor will 
change to a reshape cursor when 
you are near the dimension line.  

• Click and hold your mouse 
button down.  Drag the mouse 
but do not let go of the mouse 
button.

• Drag the dimension to where you 
want it.  When you are happy 
about its position, let go of the mouse button.

http://learn.archoncad.com/2007/07/1336/cadmovie048-changing-the-dimension-standard/
http://learn.archoncad.com/2007/07/1338/cadmovie049-creating-your-own-dimension-standard/
http://learn.archoncad.com/2007/07/1333/cadmovie047-moving-a-dimension-line/
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• Click on the 
Dimensions tab.

• Click on the Custom... 
button. 

• Click on the New button.

• Name the Dimension Standard.

• Your dimension standard appears in 
the list. If you use my annotation.mcd 
file you will find that it has dimension 
standards in it. 

• Select your dimension standard and click 
on the Edit... button. 

• This dialog box controls the 
dimension standard. Set these up 
to suit the way you want your 
dimensions to appear. 

• Click on the OK button. 

• When you are back 
at the Document 
Preferences you have to 
choose your dimension 
standard from the 
Dimension Standard 
pop-up menu. 
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• Now VectorWorks 
will use your custom 
dimension standard.

• Click on the OK button. 

Drawing Label

The drawing label tool is used to place labels on the drawing. They can 
be used in 2D drawings, like I’m going to show you and they can use 
used in ViewPorts.  The Drawing  Label is scale-intelligent, that is it can 
detect the scale of the layer that you put the object on, so regardless of 
the layer the Drawing Labels are always the same size and they can put 
the correct scale under the label for you. If you use the drawing label in a 
viewport it will also read the viewport name and use the viewport name 
for the label text.  

cadmovie050

• Select the Drawing Label tool from the 
Dims/Notes Tool set.

• On the mode bar is a button to set the 
Preferences for the Drawing Label.  If 
you set the preferences before you use 
the Drawing Label then each label that 
you create in this file will have the size, 
text size and configuration that you want 
(rather than placing each Drawing Label and then changing the 
preferences to suit you).

If you set the preferences the way that you 
want for the Drawing Label in your default 
drawing then every new project that you start 
will have the Drawing Label with the correct 
preferences and you won’t have to change the 
preferences again.

• Place one drawing label 
under the plan view, 
then use the Object Info 
Palette to adjust the text 
to suit. 

• Place one drawing label 
under the front view, 
then use the Object Info 
Palette to adjust the text 
to suit. 

http://learn.archoncad.com/2007/07/1341/cadmovie050-drawing-label/
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• Place one drawing label 
under the side view, 
then use the Object Info 
Palette to adjust the text 
to suit. 

Reference Marker

The Reference Marker is used to place a detail reference, section refer-
ence or an elevation reference. Like the Drawing label the tool is scale-
aware so regardless what the layer scale is the object always appears the 
same size. 

cadmovie051

• Select the Reference Marker tool from the 
Dims/Notes Tool set.

 
• On the mode bar is a button to set the 

Preferences for the Reference Marker.  If 
you set the preferences before you use the 
Reference Marker then each time you use 
this tool you will get the same type of object, 
same size and so on. 

• Once you have placed the object you can edit 
it to suit using the Object Info Palette. 

• Use this object for sections, elevations and 
detail references. For sections and details you 
can use the Object Info Palette to rotate the 
arrow without rotating the object...

• Place a detail Reference 
Marker and a heavy 
line for the detail. 

Section-Elevation Marker

The Section-Elevation marker is used to place the section or elevation 
line on your plans. 

cadmovie052

• Select the Section-Elevation Marker tool 
from the Dims/Notes Tool set.

 

http://learn.archoncad.com/2007/07/1344/cadmovie051-reference-marker/
http://learn.archoncad.com/2007/07/1346/cadmovie052-section-elevation-marker/
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• On the mode bar is a button to set the 
Preferences for the Section-Elevation 
Marker.  If you set the preferences before 
you use the Section-Elevation Marker then 
each time you use this tool you will get the 
same type of object, same size and so on. 

• Click to start the 
Section-Elevation 
Marker.

• Click where you what 
to change direction, this 
will be perpendicular to 
the first line. 

• Click to change 
direction again. 

• Double click to finish. 

• There is the completed 
Section-Elevation 
Marker.
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• Change the options on the Object Info Palette 
to suit your drawing style. 

• The completed drawing. 

Callout tool

The Callout tool is used to place notes on the drawing with arrows point-
ing to the object that the notes refer to.  The callout tool can be used 
to place a note that you type in, it can be used to place a note from a   
database of notes, and it can use used to place keynotes. 

cadmovie053

• Select the Callout Tool from the Basic Tool 
palette.

• Choose the 1st mode and the 4th 
mode.

• Click once for the 
position of the text.

• Click once for the 
start of the angled line 
(VectorWorks calls this 
the shoulder).

• The last click is where 
you want the note to 
point to.

• Enter the text of the note in the 
dialog box.

• Click on the OK Button, or hit the 
Enter key (far right hand side of the 
keyboard).

http://learn.archoncad.com/2007/07/1349/cadmovie053-callout-tool/
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• Completed Callout.

Any Callout note can be 
edited using the Object 
Info Palette by clicking 
on the Edit Note button, 
or by double clicking on 
the callout with the 2D 
Selection tool.

You can use the callout tool like this if you want, but you are losing a 
lot of power. The callout works really well if you get the text from a 
database. This allows you to set up database of standard notes that you 
can use on job after job. You can even set up an office database so that 
several people can look at the same database and share notes. 

• To use text from a database, click on the 
Callout Tool Preferences on the Mode 
bar. 

• This dialog box opens. 
This is where you 
choose to get Tex. From 
the database and set the 
options for the callout. 
The button under Get 
Text from Database is 
used to find your note 
database. This can be 
on a local drive or on a 
network computer. 

• When you get text from a 
database you get this dialog box 
where you choose the actual 
note that you want to place. You 
might notice that this database if 
different from the one that you 
have. I have created my own 
sections and notes here so that 
it’s easy for me to find the notes 
I want. 

• Choose the note, then click on 
the OK button. 

• VectorWorks places the note for 
you. 

• You can edit the callout on the Object Info 
Palette to change the notes, the length of the 
note and so on. 
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• The edited callout. 

Standard Title Blocks (Drawing Border)

cadmovie054

• Click once on the Drawing Border tool from 
the  
Dims/Notes Tool Set. 

• As with all Plug-In-Objects 
go to the Preferences button 
on the mode bar to set 
the preferences for your 
drawing border.

• Choose the option for fit to page size. You 
have already set up the page size for this 
drawing, so it’s easier to use this rather 
than try to work out the printed page size.

• Double click in 
the drawing area. 
VectorWorks will place 
the drawing border to fit 
the page. 

• On the Object Info Palette click on the 
Border Settings... button. 

• Change the border settings to suit your 
drawing style. 

• Click on the OK button. 

• VectorWorks changes 
the border to suit the 
settings. 

http://learn.archoncad.com/2007/07/1352/cadmovie054-standard-title-blocks-sheet-border/
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• Click on the Title Block... 
button. This allows you to 
choose a sample title block 
to use as the basis of your 
title block. All these sample 
title blocks are stored in the 
VectorWorks folder and they can 
be edited to suit your company. 

• Choose the Custom Title Block -01.

• You can see your 
title block on the the 
drawing. You can 
change the scale of the 
title block by using the 
Object Info paleObject 
Info Palette. 

• Click in the Edit Title Block... button on the 
Object Info Palette to edit the text on the title 
block.

• Fill in the drawing name, drawing number 
and so on.

• Click on the OK button. 

• VectorWorks fills in 
your title block. 

Custom Title Blocks

cadmovie055

If you want to use a standard title block, that is OK, but most people 
don’t want to use a standard title block, they want a title block like the 
one that they use at the moment, the title block that they have designed.

The drawing border uses a symbol from a special file in your VectorWorks 
folder. If you edit this symbol then all your drawing borders can use this 
symbol. The files are located in your VectorWorks folder:

 On a Macintosh the file is in the folder:  
Macintosh HD: Applications: VectorWorks: Libraries: 
Defaults: Drawing Border - Title Blocks:

 
On a Windows Machine store the file in:  
C:\Program Files\ VectorWorks\ Libraries\ Defaults\ Drawing 
Border - Title Blocks\

http://learn.archoncad.com/2007/07/1358/cadmovie055-editing-a-standard-title-block-sheet-border/
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• Open the file  
Custom Tile Blocks.mcd  
from the Drawing Border folder. 

• Find the title block that you want 
to edit. The top title block on the 
Custom  Title Blocks layer is the 
one that we used in our concept 
drawing. 

• Double click on the title block to 
edit it. 

• Delete the parts of the title block 
that you don’t want. 

• Stretch the title block outline to 
suit the revised title.

• Import your graphic logo, edit 
the company information, add 
your address and phone number. 

• Exit the symbol. Use the Exit 
Symbol button at the top right 
hand side of the screen. 

• Save the file. 

• Any new files can use this title block 
straight away. 

• Our exercise file already has the custom 
title block in it, so you have to import the 
edited title block to replace the old one. 

• Change your active file back to your 
project file. On the Resource Browser 
find the edited title block. 

• Right mouse click on the symbol and 
choose Import...

• Choose the Replace option for the 
importing the title block symbol. 

• Use the Object Info Palette to 
change the title block, click on the 
Title Block... button. 

• Choose the current file from the left 
hand side.

• You should see your new title 
block in the preview pane on the 
right hand side. If you have more 
than one custom title block, you 
may need to click on the preview 
and choose the correct title block 
symbol. 

• Click on the OK button. 

• The drawing border will show your new title block. 
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• The ideal way to deal with this 
is to edit the folder that contains 
the default title block symbols to 
hide all the files that you don’t 
need.

• Edit the symbols to suit you.  
Don’t delete any of the text on 
the symbols that you want. 

• Change the font, change the text 
alignment and change the text size to suit 
you. Add any graphics that you want. 

• When you use the drawing border 
tool again you can choose your 
custom title blocks as if they were 
VectorWorks standard title blocks.

• for VAANZ Title blocks watch this movie.
cadmovie057

Elevation Benchmark

cadmovie056

The Elevation Benchmark tool is really useful for placing a benchmark 
on your elevations with the correct height on it. 
Then if you move the benchmark the height can 
be set to automatically update to the new 
elevation. 

• Choose the Elevation Benchmark tool 
from the Dims/Notes toolset. 

• Click on the Preferences for the 
Elevation Benchmark tool, the last button 
on the mode bar.  Fill in the preferences 
that you want. You will have to play with 
this before you get all the settings you 
want. 

• Click on the OK button. 

• Click to start the benchmark.

• Move the cursor across to the 
left.

http://learn.archoncad.com/2007/07/1363/cadmovie057-vaanz-drawing-border/
http://learn.archoncad.com/2007/07/1367/cadmovie056-elevation-benchmark/
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• When the benchmark is as long 
as you want, click again. The 
height of the text is set buy the 
Default Text Settings. Change 
the text size with the Format 
Text command from the text 
menu.

• Drag the Elevation Benchmark 
to a new position.

• The benchmark height updates.


